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Intermittent electricity is virtually useless at
any significant scale, but vested interests
like the fossil fuel industry and ideological
groups have promoted it in order to obstruct
the only scalable, reliable, super-low-carbon
source of power — nuclear.

The good news… Nuclear alone can fix climate change. Whatever limited

hydro or geothermal generation is available can also help.

The bad news… But intermittent generation serves no useful purpose once
it exceeds the power from balancing sources like hydro.

Contrary to what
you've been told… There is no way to store power from wind or photovoltaic solar without it ceasing to be lowcarbon, nor is there any realistic hope of such
storage being invented. Nor is there any point in
combining wind or photovoltaic solar with nuclear, because that means the power from wind and
solar is simply redundant.

So… Don't let politicians lead us down a hopeless path

by building more intermittent power generation. Don't
believe what almost everyone (even the nuclear industry)
tells you. Instead, investigate the arguments, verify those
widespread assumptions, look behind the ready-made
conclusions, critically read the (allegedly) technical reports, or just think!! It's actually not that complicated.
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Question…
At first glance, powering our society with
intermittent, low-intensity electricity from
wind turbines and photovoltaic generation
seems a crazy and unworkable idea, especially since large-scale electricity cannot be
efficiently stored. So why is the world attempting just this, and betting the future of
the planet on it succeeding?

Answer….
It is happening, presumably, for the same
reason similar mad narratives have directed
societies into suicidal policies throughout
history. For example, Lysenkoism killed millions in the Soviet Union because an ideological doctrine was preferred to proven science.
China's "Great Leap Forward" had similar
effects for similar reasons. And there are other examples.
Now, the Western-influenced world is having
its own ideological pseudo-technology antiscience spasm, with far more devastating environmental and human welfare effects. But
we are free to stand up and point out the
obvious truth….

Building wind or photovoltaic generation to fix
climate change is like building a wooden ladder
to get to the moon. At first it might seem to be
working, but it isn't going to get us all the way
there, and part way is useless.
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